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Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuits Using Side Information
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is developed, which borrows the data generated from an early
stage to facilitate efficient performance modeling at a late stage.
However, to further reduce the modeling cost and, hence, speed
up the design process, there is a strong need to rethink the
fundamental strategy for performance modeling.
Most performance modeling approaches [17]-[23] attempt to
take advantage of the side information to reduce the number of
required samples and, hence, the modeling cost. Here we define
the side information as the information that is not present in the
original performance modeling problem, but is indirectly
associated with it. Taking sparse regression [17]-[22] as an
example, side information refers to the prior knowledge that the
model coefficients are sparse (i.e., most coefficients are close to
zero). For BMF [23]-[28], side information indicates that the
early-stage and late-stage models are similar and, hence, their
model coefficients are close. It is important to note that these
conventional approaches only focus on the side information
related to model coefficients, referred to as the coefficient side
information (CSI).
In this paper, we further improve the efficacy of performance
modeling by considering other side information. Toward this goal,
we propose a novel technique that is referred to as Co-Learning
Bayesian Model Fusion (CL-BMF). CL-BMF considers two
different models that predict the same circuit performance. We
assume that the complexity of these two models is different: a
model with low/high complexity must be trained from a
small/large number of samples. The key idea of CL-BMF is to
pass the knowledge from the low-complexity model to the highcomplexity model (i.e. co-learning) to reduce its training cost. In
other words, once the low-complexity model is accurately built
based on a small number of training samples, the high-complexity
model can be trained by borrowing the information from the lowcomplexity model, instead of relying on the expensive training
data only. In our work, the performance model of interest is
treated as the high-complexity model, while the low-complexity
model provides the performance side information (PSI) to reduce
the training cost of the high-complexity model.
Mathematically, the proposed CL-BMF method is derived
from the Bayesian inference that can be represented as a graphical
model [29]-[30]. To build a performance model, CL-BMF
combines the following information: (i) the PSI which enables colearning, (ii) the CSI which provides prior knowledge, and (iii) a
small number of training samples collected by pre-silicon
simulation or post-silicon measurement. Once the Bayesian
inference is constructed, the unknown model coefficients can be
accurately determined by maximizing the posterior distribution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly review the background of performance modeling in
Section 2, and then describe the proposed CL-BMF approach in
Section 3. Several implementation issues are discussed in Section
4. Two circuit examples are presented to demonstrate the efficacy
of CL-BMF in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

ABSTRACT
Efficient performance modeling of today’s analog and mixedsignal (AMS) circuits is an important yet challenging task. In this
paper, we propose a novel performance modeling algorithm that is
referred to as Co-Learning Bayesian Model Fusion (CL-BMF).
The key idea of CL-BMF is to take advantage of the additional
information collected from simulation and/or measurement to
reduce the performance modeling cost. Different from the
traditional performance modeling approaches which focus on the
prior information of model coefficients (i.e. the coefficient side
information) only, CL-BMF takes advantage of another new form
of prior knowledge: the performance side information. In
particular, CL-BMF combines the coefficient side information,
the performance side information and a small number of training
samples through Bayesian inference based on a graphical model.
Two circuit examples designed in a commercial 32nm SOI CMOS
process demonstrate that CL-BMF achieves up to 5× speed-up
over other state-of-the-art performance modeling techniques
without surrendering any accuracy.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The aggressive scaling of integrated circuits (ICs) leads to
large-scale process variations that cannot be easily mitigated.
Process variations, including inter-die variations and local
mismatches, significantly impact the parametric yield of analog
and mixed signal (AMS) circuits and must be appropriately
modeled, analyzed and optimized throughout the AMS design
flow [1]-[2]. Historically, various performance modeling
approaches have been proposed to address the variability issue
[3]-[5]. A performance model approximates the circuit-level
performance (e.g. phase noise) as an analytical function (e.g.
polynomial) of device-level variations (e.g. ΔVTH) and/or devicelevel operation point (e.g. DC bias current). Once the performance
model is built, it can be applied to various important applications,
such as yield estimation [6]-[7], corner extraction [8], design
optimization [9]-[10], post-silicon tuning [11]-[15], etc.
Although the problem of performance modeling has been
extensively studied in the literature, new technical challenges
have recently emerged with the advance of nanoscale technology.
Due to the higher complexity and faster speed of AMS circuits,
the cost of both pre-silicon simulation and post-silicon
measurement substantially increases [16]. For example, a single
transistor-level simulation for the 1dB compression point of a
radio-frequency (RF) mixer in a commercial 32nm SOI CMOS
process can take one hour to finish due to its complicated netlist
after parasitic extraction. The expensive circuit simulation and/or
measurement lead to a prohibitively high cost for performance
modeling.
To combat this challenge, several state-of-the-art performance
modeling techniques have been proposed [17]-[23]. In [17]-[22],
sparse regression (SR) is used to efficiently determine model
coefficients. In [23], a Bayesian model fusion (BMF) framework
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where λ denotes a parameter controlling the regularization term,
and D stands for a diagonal matrix learned from the early-stage
model. In (7), the CSI is encoded in the second term which
indicates the similarity between the early-stage and late-stage
models.
While the CSI has been successfully applied to many practical
applications, it is possible to exploit other side information to
further reduce the performance modeling cost. Motivated by this
observation, we will propose a new CL-BMF technique that takes
into account the PSI in this paper.

BACKGROUND

For an AMS circuit (e.g. a voltage controlled oscillator), the
performance model is an analytical function (e.g. polynomial) of
device-level variations (e.g. ΔVTH) and/or device-level operation
point (e.g. DC bias current):
M

y ≈ f1 ( x ) = ∑α m ⋅ bm ( x ) ,

1

(1)

m =1

where y denotes the performance of interest (PoI), x is a vector
representing the device-level variations and/or device-level
operation point, f1 denotes the performance model of interest
which establishes a mapping from x to y, {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M}
contains the model coefficients, {bm(x); m = 1, 2, ..., M} contains
the basis functions (e.g., linear and quadratic polynomials), and M
denotes the total number of basis functions.
To determine the performance model in (1), the model
coefficients {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} must be solved. Toward this
goal, the traditional least-squares fitting method first collects a
number of sampling points of x and y, and then solves the model
coefficients from the following optimization problem:
2
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3.1 Performance Side Information for Co-Learning
For a given performance modeling task, obtaining the PoI
value y at each sampling point is often expensive (e.g., by running
a transistor-level simulation). Therefore, to reduce the overall
performance modeling cost, it is extremely important to reduce
the number of required PoI samples for model fitting. Toward this
goal, we propose a co-learning method to generate pseudo
samples of PoI without running actual circuit simulation or
performing physical silicon measurement. These pseudo samples
are considered as the PSI in our work.
In particular, we consider a vector of performance metrics z
that satisfies the following three criteria: (i) z is inexpensive to
simulate or measure, (ii) z can be used to accurately predict the
PoI y, and (iii) z is low-dimensional and, hence, the following
model has low complexity and can be accurately learned from a
small number of training samples:

(3)

( )

α = [α1 α 2 " α M ]

T

4

(4)
T

1
2
K
y = ⎡ y( ) y( ) " y( ) ⎤ .
(5)
⎣
⎦
(k)
(k)
In (3)-(5), x and y are the values of x and y at the k-th
sampling point respectively, K represents the total number of
sampling points, and ||•||2 stands for the L2-norm of a vector. To
avoid over-fitting, the number of sampling points (i.e., K) must be
substantially greater than the number of unknown coefficients (i.e.,
M).
To reduce the number of required sampling points, several
advanced performance modeling approaches [17]-[23] have
recently been proposed. These approaches take advantage of the
CSI (i.e. the extra prior knowledge related to the model
coefficients). Taking SR as an example [22], the model
coefficients are solved from the following convex optimization
problem:
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α

2
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y − B ⋅ α + λ1 α 1 + λ2 α 2 ,
2

8

min
α

2

y − B ⋅ α + λ ⋅ αT ⋅ D ⋅ α ,
2

T

y ≈ f 2 ( z ) = ∑ βt ⋅ ct ( z ) ,

(8)

t =1

where {βt; t = 1, 2, ..., T} contains the model coefficients, {ct(z); t
= 1, 2, ..., T} contains the basis functions, and T denotes the total
number of basis functions. To simplify our discussion, we further
assume that the vector x in (1) and the vector z in (8) do not share
any common element. Namely, the i-th element xi of x is not
identical to the j-th element zj of z for any i and j.
The key idea of co-learning is to amalgamate the PSI when
fitting f1(x). Since a much smaller training set is needed to fit f2(z)
than f1(x), we first learn f2(z) based on a small number of training
samples of y and z. Next, f1(x) can be trained using the PSI
generated from f2(z), instead of relying on the expensive
simulation or measurement samples only.
To elaborate, we consider the co-learning procedure shown in
Figure 1. First, a small number of physical samples {(x(r), z(r), y(r));
r = 1, 2, ..., R} are collected by simulation or measurement and
they are used to fit the low-complexity model f2(z) accurately.
Next, a large number of samples {(x(r), z(r)); r = R + 1, R + 2, ...,
K} are collected, and a set of pseudo samples {(x(r), f2(z(r))); r = R
+ 1, R + 2, ..., K} are generated for the PoI, as shown by the
dashed box in Figure 1. Note that since z is inexpensive to
simulation or measure, these pseudo samples {(x(r), z(r), f2(z(r))); r
= R + 1, R + 2, ..., K} can be obtained with low cost. Finally, the
high-complexity model f1(x) is fitted by using all the samples,
including both the physical samples {(x(r), y(r)); r = 1, 2, ..., R} and
the pseudo samples {(x(r), f2(z(r))); r = R + 1, R + 2, ..., K}. By
taking advantage of the extra pseudo samples, the aforementioned
co-learning is expected to result in a more accurate model f1(x)

(6)

where ||•||1 stands for the L1-norm of a vector. In (6), the CSI is
encoded by the regularization terms ||α||1 and ||α||2, and λ1 and λ2
denote two parameters controlling the regularization. Specifically,
the CSI here is the prior knowledge that the model coefficients
{αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} should be sparse and do not take any
extremely large values.
On the other hand, consider BMF [23] as another example.
The late-stage model coefficients {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} are
efficiently solved by borrowing the early-stage model
information. The performance modeling problem is then
formulated as a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation:
7

PROPOSED APPROACH

Unlike the conventional approaches that focus on CSI only,
CL-BMF considers both CSI and PSI. In what follows, we will
discuss the mathematical formulation of CL-BMF in detail.

(2)

2

b2 x( )
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than the traditional approach that uses the physical samples {(x(r),
y(r)); r = 1, 2, ..., R} only. Alternatively speaking, applying colearning can reduce the number of required physical samples and,
hence, the overall modeling cost for f1(x).
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⎡ ( f − f )2 ⎤
pdf ( f1 , f 2 , f c , y ) ∝ exp ⎢ − 1 2c ⎥
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where σ1, σ2 and σc are three parameters. By integrating over the
consensus function fc, we have:
2
pdf ( f1 , f 2 , y ) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ1 ⋅ ( y − f1 ) ⎤
⎣
⎦
10
,
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2
2
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⋅ exp −λ2 ⋅ ( y − f 2 ) ⋅ exp −λ3 ⋅ ( f1 − f 2 ) ⎤
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are three constants depending on σ1, σ2 and σc.
Given a number of independent physical samples {(x(r), z(r),
(r)
y ); r = 1, 2, ..., R} collected by pre-silicon simulation or postsilicon measurement, the joint PDF for all these physical samples
can be represented as:
2
pdf (f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P ) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ1 ⋅ y P − f P ,1 ⎤
2⎥
⎢⎣
⎦
11
,
(11)
2
2
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⎤
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⋅ exp −λ2 ⋅ y P − f P ,2 ⋅ exp −λ3 ⋅ f P ,1 − f P ,2 ⎤
2⎦
2⎦
⎥
⎥
⎣⎢
⎣⎢
where

Figure 1. The co-learning procedure is illustrated. The low-complexity
model f2(z) is first fitted using a small number of physical samples that are
collected by simulation or measurement. Next, a set of pseudo samples are
generated for the PoI, as shown by the dashed box. Finally, the highcomplexity model f1(x) is fitted by using all the samples, including both
the physical samples and the pseudo samples.

Note that the low-complexity model f2(z) may not be highly
accurate in practice. Hence, directly using the pseudo samples
{(x(r), f2(z(r))); r = R + 1, R + 2, ..., K} to fit the high-complexity
model f1(x) may result in large modeling error. It is crucial to
develop a statistical framework that can appropriately incorporate
the PSI into our regression modeling process. To this end, a
Bayesian inference will be constructed and represented by
graphical model. We will discuss the proposed Bayesian interface,
including the likelihood models of physical and pseudo samples
respectively, in the following sub-sections.
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In (13)-(14), f1(x) and f2(z) are defined by (1) and (8),
respectively. Hence, fp,1 and fp,2 can be re-written as:
15
f P ,1 = B P ⋅ α
(15)

f P ,2 = C P ⋅ β ,

16
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f1(x)

β = [ β1
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3.2 Likelihood Model of Physical Samples
CSI
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⎣
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f2(z) PSI

Figure 2. A graphical model is shown to statistically model the likelihood
of physical samples.
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As shown in Figure 2, a graphical model is constructed to
statistically model the likelihood of physical samples. In the
graphical model, each node represents a random quantity, and
each directed/undirected edge represents a unidirectional/nondirectional dependency. The small solid circle represents the prior
information as our CSI. The filled node indicates that the node has
been observed (i.e. the physical samples of y have been collected).
In the co-learning process, we expect that the two models f1 and f2
are consistent with each other because they are predicting the
same PoI. In this regard, we explicitly define a consensus function
fc to represent the true value of PoI predicted by f1 and f2.
According to the graphical model in Figure 2, the joint
probability density function (PDF) of f1, f2, fc and y can be
represented as:
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Substituting (15)-(16) into the joint PDF in (11) yields the
likelihood function:
2
pdf (f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P | α, β ) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ1 ⋅ y P − B P ⋅ α 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦
. (20)
20
2
2
⎡
⎤
⎡
⋅ exp −λ2 ⋅ y P − C P ⋅ β 2 ⋅ exp −λ3 ⋅ B P ⋅ α − C P ⋅ β 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
The likelihood function in (20) consists of three L2-norm terms.
The first term represents the difference between the physical
samples of y and the approximated function f1(x), the second term
represents the difference between the physical samples of y and
the approximated function f2(z), and the third term represents the
CP

( ) ( )
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( )

The likelihood function in (30) contains only one L2-norm term,
which represents the difference between f1(x) and f2(z). It encodes
our prior knowledge that the function values approximated by f1(x)
and f2(z) are “likely” to be similar. The likelihood function in (30)
will be combined with the likelihood function in (20) to solve the
Bayesian inference in Section 3.4.

difference between f1(x) and f2(z). The aforementioned likelihood
function will be further used to solve the Bayesian inference in
Section 3.4.

3.3 Likelihood Model of Pseudo Samples
f1(x)

CSI

3.4 Bayesian Inference for Co-Learning
Based on the likelihood function defined in Section 3.2 and
3.3, the model coefficients α and β can be optimally determined
by MAP estimation through Bayesian inference [30]. Given that
the physical and pseudo samples are independently generated, the
likelihood function in (20) and (30) can be combined:
2
pdf (f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P , f S ,1 , f S ,2 | α, β) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ1 ⋅ y P − B P ⋅ α 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦

fc

f2(z) PSI

CSI

Figure 3. A graphical model is shown to statistically model the likelihood
of pseudo samples.
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31 ⋅ exp ⎡ −λ2 ⋅ y P − C P ⋅ β 2 ⎤ ⋅ exp ⎡ −λ3 ⋅ B P ⋅ α − C P ⋅ β 2 ⎤ . (31)
⎣
⎦
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2
⋅ exp ⎡ −λ4 ⋅ B S ⋅ α − CS ⋅ β 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦
Similar to [23], we statistically represent the CSI of α and β as a
PDF that is referred to as the prior distribution. Here, we define
the prior distribution of α and β in a general form:
pdf (α , β) .
(32)
32
In (32), the prior knowledge is encoded in the PDF template (e.g.,
Gaussian distribution, Laplace distribution, etc.) and/or the PDF
parameters (e.g. mean and standard deviation for a Gaussian
distribution). More details about the prior definition will be
discussed in Section 4.1.
Once the prior distribution pdf(α, β) is specified, we will
combine pdf(α, β) with the physical samples {(x(r), z(r), y(r)); r = 1,
2, ..., R} and the pseudo samples {(x(r), z(r)); r = R + 1, R + 2, ...,
K} to solve the model coefficients α and β by MAP estimation
[30]. The key idea of MAP estimation is to find the optimal values
of α and β to maximize the posterior distribution pdf(α, β | fp,1,
fp,2, yp, fs,1, fs,2). Intuitively, the posterior distribution indicates the
remaining uncertainty of α and β, after we observe all physical
and pseudo samples. Hence, MAP attempts to find the optimal α
and β that are most likely to occur.
Based on Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution can be
represented as:
pdf (α, β | f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P , f S ,1 , f S ,2 ) ∝
33
.
(33)
pdf (α, β) ⋅ pdf (f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P , f S ,1 , f S ,2 | α, β)

As shown in Figure 3, a graphical model is constructed to
statistically model the likelihood of pseudo samples. According to
the graphical model in Figure 3, the joint PDF of f1, f2 and fc can
be represented as:
⎡ ( f − f )2 ⎤
⎡ ( f − f )2 ⎤
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By integrating over the consensus function fc, we have:
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pdf ( f1 , f 2 ) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ4 ⋅ ( f1 − f 2 ) ⎤ ,
(22)
22
⎣
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where λ4 is a constant depending on σ1 and σ2. Given a number of
independent pseudo samples {(x(r), z(r)); r = R + 1, R + 2, ..., K},
the joint PDF for all these pseudo samples can be represented as:
2
(23)
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In (24)-(25), f1(x) and f2(z) are defined by (1) and (8),
respectively. Hence, fs,1 and fs,2 can be re-written as:
f S ,1 = B S ⋅ α
(26)
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Combining (31)-(34) and taking the logarithm for the posterior
distribution, we can convert (34) to the following equivalent
optimization problem:
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Mathematically, the MAP solution can be found by solving the
following optimization problem:
34
max pdf (α, β | f P ,1 , f P ,2 , y P , f S ,1 , f S ,2 ) .
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Substituting (26)-(27) into the joint PDF in (23) yields the
likelihood function:
2
pdf (f S ,1 , f S ,2 | α, β) ∝ exp ⎡ −λ4 ⋅ B S ⋅ α − C S ⋅ β 2 ⎤ .
(30)
30
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+λ4 ⋅ B S ⋅ α − CS ⋅ β
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2
2

In (35), the model coefficients α and β are solved together. The
first term in the cost function represents the prior knowledge
which encodes the CSI. The second term penalizes the difference
between the physical samples of y and the approximated function
f1(x). The first two terms resemble the traditional regression
approaches as described in (6) and (7). The third term penalizes
the difference between the physical samples of y and the

( )
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Following this assumption, the joint prior distribution of α and β
can be defined as a multivariate Gaussian distribution [23]:
⎡ 1 ⎛ ⎡α ⎤ ⎞T
⎛ ⎡α ⎤ ⎞ ⎤
40
pdf (α, β) ∝ exp ⎢ − ⋅ ⎜ ⎢ ⎥ ⎟ ⋅ D ⋅ ⎜ ⎢ ⎥ ⎟ ⎥ ,
(40)
⎜ β ⎟⎥
⎢ 2 ⎜⎝ ⎣β ⎦ ⎟⎠
⎝ ⎣ ⎦ ⎠⎦
⎣
where
⎡ Dα 0 ⎤
D=⎢
(41)
41
⎥
⎣ 0 Dβ ⎦

approximated function f2(z), and the fourth and fifth terms
penalize the inconsistency between f1(x) and f2(z) (i.e. the PSI) for
physical and pseudo samples respectively.
While the basic idea of likelihood modeling and Bayesian
inference for co-learning is illustrated in this section, several
implementation issues must be carefully considered in order to
make CL-BMF of practical utility. These implementation details
will be further discussed in the next section.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we further discuss several important
implementation issues for CL-BMF, including (i) prior definition,
and (ii) cross-validation.
The prior knowledge (i.e. the CSI) of α and β is statistically
encoded by the prior distribution pdf(α, β) in (32). In this subsection, we consider two special cases: (i) the Laplace prior
distribution, and (ii) the Gaussian prior distribution. These prior
distributions have been extensively used in the literature [23][25], [30]-[32]. It should be noted that the proposed CL-BMF
framework can be easily extended to accommodate other prior
distributions [26]-[28], even though the details of these possible
extensions are not included in this paper due to the page limit.
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λ1
2
⋅ y P − BP ⋅ α 2
κ
2
2
λ
λ
+ 2 ⋅ y P − C P ⋅ β 2 + 3 ⋅ B P ⋅ α − CP ⋅ β 2 .
κ
κ
λ
2
+ 4 ⋅ B S ⋅ α − CS ⋅ β 2
κ

T

y ≈ f E ,2 ( z ) = ∑ β E ,t ⋅ ct ( z ) ,

(43)

α

β

1

2

P

P

2

2

+λ2 ⋅ y P − C P ⋅ β 2 + λ3 ⋅ B P ⋅ α − C P ⋅ β 2 .

(44)

2
2

4.2 Cross-Validation
To solve the model coefficients α and β in (37) or (44), the
parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and κ must be carefully determined. First,
we consider the optimization problem in (44) with four
parameters λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4. Note that these four parameters are not
independent because they can be uniquely determined by σ1, σ2
and σc from (9) and (21). In this paper, we assume that the
simulation or measurement noise is negligible for y. Namely, the
consensus function fc (i.e. the true value of PoI) is equal to y (i.e.
the observed value of PoI). In this case, the parameter σc can be
set to a value that is close to zero and only two other parameters
σ1 and σ2 should be determined. Second, we consider the
optimization problem in (37) with five parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and
κ. It is straightforward to note that the parameter κ can be
absorbed into λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4. Therefore, we only need to
determine two parameters κ·σ1 and κ·σ2 eventually.
It is important to find the optimal values of the
aforementioned two parameters so that the modeling error is
minimized. Toward this goal, we use N-fold cross-validation [30]
to estimate the modeling error for different parameter values. In
particular, we partition the entire data set into N groups. Modeling
error is estimated from N independent runs using the physical
samples. In each run, one of the N groups is used to estimate the
modeling error and all other groups are used to calculate the
model coefficients. In addition, different groups should be
selected for error estimation in different runs. As such, each run
gives an error value en (n = 1, 2, ..., N) that is estimated from a
unique group of data points. The final modeling error is computed
as the average of {en; n = 1, 2, ..., N}, i.e., e = (e1 + e2 + ... + eN)/N.

(37)

(38)

m =1

39

, β E−,22 ,", β E−,2T

(42)

Eq. (44) represents a convex quadratic programing problem. Its
globally optimal solution can be analytically solved by using the
first-order optimality condition [33].

2) Gaussian prior distribution: In the case where the CSI
contains the magnitude information of the model coefficients from
an early stage [23], a Gaussian prior distribution can be used. To
this end, we consider the following models from the early-stage:
M

−2
E ,1

+λ4 ⋅ B S ⋅ α − CS ⋅ β

α1+ β1+

y ≈ f E ,1 ( x ) = ∑α E , m ⋅ bm ( x )

Dβ

α ,β

It is straightforward to verify that the optimization problem in (37)
is convex and, hence, can be efficiently solved to find its global
optimum.
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43

44

1) Laplace prior distribution: The Laplace prior distribution is
defined as:
⎡
⎡α⎤ ⎤
36 pdf (α, β) ∝ exp ⎢−κ ⋅ ⎢ ⎥ ⎥ = exp ⎡⎣−κ ⋅ α 1 ⎤⎦ ⋅ exp ⎡⎣−κ ⋅ β 1 ⎤⎦ , (36)
⎢⎣
⎣β ⎦ 1 ⎥⎦
where κ is a hyper-parameter and ||•||1 represents the L1-norm of a
vector. The Laplace prior distribution attempts to promote sparsity
for the model coefficients α and β. In other words, by applying the
Laplace prior distribution, the MAP solution of α and β is likely to
be sparse. Combining (35) and (36), we obtain the following
optimization problem:
α ,β

)
).

Dα = diag α E−2,1 , α E−2,2 ,", α E−2, M

In (40)-(43), diag(•) represents the operator to construct a
diagonal matrix and D is the diagonal covariance matrix of the
prior distribution encoding our CSI. Combining (35) and (40), we
obtain the following optimization problem:
min αT ⋅ D ⋅ α + βT ⋅ D ⋅ β + λ ⋅ y − B ⋅ α 2

4.1 Prior Definition

min

(
= diag ( β

42

(39)

t =1

where fE,1 and fE,2 denote the early-stage versions of f1 and f2,
{αE,m; m = 1, 2, ..., M} contains the model coefficients of fE,1, and
{βE,t; t = 1, 2, ..., T} contains the model coefficients of fE,2. We
expect that the model coefficients {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} and {βt; t
= 1, 2, ..., T} are close to {αE,m; m = 1, 2, ..., M} and {βE,t; t = 1, 2,
..., T} respectively, since they are associated with the same PoI.

4.3 Summary
Algorithm 1 summarizes the major steps of the proposed CLBMF method. It consists of two major components: (i) prior
distribution definition, and (ii) MAP estimation. CL-BMF can
automatically assign the appropriate weights to the PSI, the CSI
and the physical samples by optimally tuning the parameters λ1,
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Next, we build the performance models for PN by two different
approaches: (i) SR-L1 and (ii) CL-BMF. When CL-BMF is
applied, 750 Monte Carlo samples of F0 are used to build the
likelihood function for PSI. Figure 5 shows the performance
modeling error as a function of the number of Monte Carlo
samples for PN.

λ2, λ3, λ4 and κ in (37) or (44) based on cross-validation. If the PSI
or CSI is not accurate, cross-validation can automatically assign a
small weight value to the inaccurate side information. As such, the
performance model f1(x) will not be distorted due to the inaccurate
side information.
Algorithm 1: Co-Learning Bayesian Model Fusion (CL-BMF)
1. According to the CSI, define the prior distribution for the
model coefficients {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} and {βt; t = 1, 2, ...,
T} by (36) or (40).
2. Collect the physical samples {(x(r), z(r), y(r)); r = 1, 2, ..., R}
and the pseudo samples {(x(r), z(r)); r = R + 1, R + 2, ..., K}.
3. Solve the model coefficients {αm; m = 1, 2, ..., M} and {βt; t =
1, 2, ..., T} based on the optimization problem in (37) or (44)
where the parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and κ are determined by
cross-validation.

Figure 4. The simplified circuit schematic is shown for a ring oscillator
(RO) designed in a commercial 32nm SOI CMOS process.

To exploit the benefit of PSI, it is important to appropriately
identify a vector of performance metrics z that satisfies the criteria
listed in Section 3.1. In practice, these performance metrics can be
selected by an analog/RF designer according to his design
experience, as will be illustrated by our circuit examples in
Section 5.

5.

CSI
PSI

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Table 1. Side information for performance modeling of RO
Description
Distribution
SR-L1 CL-BMF
Sparsity
Laplace prior
Yes
Yes
F0
Gaussian likelihood
No
Yes

0.6
Modeling error (dBc/Hz)

In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of CL-BMF by
several circuit examples designed in a commercial 32nm SOI
CMOS process. Our objective is to build performance models for
either pre-silicon validation or post-silicon tuning of these circuits.
For testing and comparison purposes, three different performance
modeling techniques are implemented: (i) the traditional sparse
regression method based on L1-norm regularization (SR-L1) [32],
(ii) Bayesian model fusion using Gaussian prior (BMF) [23], and
(iii) CL-BMF. Here, the SR-L1 and BMF methods are chosen for
comparison, since they are among the state-of-the-art techniques
in the literature.
In our experiments, a two-level cross-validation is used. In the
inner loop, the first-level cross-validation is used to determine the
parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and κ. In the outer loop, the second-level
cross-validation is applied to estimate the modeling error. All
numerical experiments are run on a 2.53GHz Linux server with
64GB memory.

SR-L1
CL-BMF

0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0

50
100
150
Number of simulation samples for PN
Figure 5. The performance modeling error of phase noise (PN) is shown
as a function of the number of simulation samples for PN.

Table 2. Performance modeling error and cost for RO
SR-L1
CL-BMF
Modeling error (dBc/Hz)
0.34
0.33
Number of simulation samples for PN
100
10
Simulation time for PN (Sec.)
5540
554
Number of simulation samples for F0
0
750
Simulation time for F0 (Sec.)
0
540
Simulation cost (Sec.)
5540
1094
Fitting cost (Sec.)
5.4
108.6
Overall modelling cost (Sec.)
5545.4
1202.6

5.1 Ring Oscillator
Figure 4 shows the simplified circuit schematic of a ring
oscillator (RO) designed in a commercial 32nm SOI CMOS
process. In this example, there are 7693 independent random
variables to model device-level process variations, including both
inter-die variations and random mismatches. Our objective is to
approximate the phase noise (PN) of the RO as a linear function
of these 7693 random variables.
Table 1 summarizes the side information for the
aforementioned performance modeling problem. The sparsity of
the model coefficients is considered as the CSI, which is encoded
by a Laplace prior distribution shown in (36). On the other hand,
the center frequency (F0) of the RO is strongly correlated with its
PN according to our design experience. Simulating the F0 by
transient analysis has significantly lower computational cost than
simulating the PN by periodic steady-state analysis. For these
reasons, we choose the F0 as our alternative performance metric to
define the PSI. Statistically, the PSI is encoded by the Gaussian
likelihood function in (31).
We collect a set of Monte Carlo samples for both PN and F0.

Studying Figure 5 reveals several important observations.
First, for both SR-L1 and CL-BMF, the modeling error decreases
as the number of PN samples increases. Second, but more
importantly, given the same number of PN samples, CL-BMF is
able to achieve substantially higher accuracy than SR-L1,
especially when few samples are available. In this example, CLBMF offers superior modeling accuracy, because it takes into
account both the CSI and the PSI, while SR-L1 considers the CSI
only.
Table 2 further compares the modeling error and cost for SRL1 and CL-BMF. The overall modeling cost consists of two major
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alignment when testing each die, and (iv) the fitting cost for
solving the unknown model coefficients. As shown in Table 4, the
overall modeling cost is dominated by the measurement cost for
NF. CL-BMF requires less measurement data for NF and, hence,
has lower modeling cost than BMF. In this example, CL-BMF
achieves 5× speed-up over BMF in terms of the overall modeling
cost.

parts: (i) the simulation cost (i.e., the cost of running transistorlevel simulations to collect sampling points), and (ii) the fitting
cost (i.e., the cost of solving all unknown model coefficients). As
shown in Table 2, the overall modeling cost is dominated by the
PN simulation in this example. CL-BMF needs less PN samples
and, hence, has lower modeling cost than SR-L1. CL-BMF
achieves 4.6× runtime speed-up over SR-L1 in this example.

5.2 Low-Noise Amplifier

Resistor
T-line

In this sub-section, we consider a tunable 60GHz low-noise
amplifier (LNA) designed in a commercial 32nm SOI CMOS
process. The simplified circuit schematic of the LNA is shown in
Figure 6. It consists of three stages and their bias currents are
tunable. Our objective is to efficiently measure the circuit
performance metrics by low-cost on-chip sensors and then
adaptively tune the bias currents to maximize the performance
and/or reduce the power of the LNA.
Toward this goal, indirect performance sensing has been
proposed in the literature to estimate the performance metrics that
cannot be easily measured by on-chip sensors [11]-[15]. In this
example, we consider the noise figure (NF) of the LNA as our
PoI. Instead of directly measuring the NF, the key idea of indirect
performance sensing is to predict its value by using a set of other
performance metrics that are referred to as the performances of
measurements (i.e. PoMs). The choices of PoMs must satisfy the
following two criteria. First, the PoMs should be highly correlated
with the NF. Second, the PoMs can be easily measured by lowcost on-chip sensors.
To predict the NF of the LNA in Figure 6, we choose three
performance metrics as the PoMs based on our design knowledge:
(i) the bias current of the first stage (IB), (ii) the drain voltage of
the transistor T4 (VN), and (iii) the environmental temperature
(Temp). Once the PoMs are chosen, we need to further build a
performance model to approximate the NF as a polynomial
function of the PoMs.
Table 3 summarizes the side information for the
aforementioned performance modeling problem. At the presilicon stage, a performance model is fitted based on the
simulation data generated by random sampling. The magnitude of
the coefficients of this pre-silicon model is considered as our CSI,
which is encoded by a Gaussian prior distribution shown in (40).
At the post-silicon stage, both the NF and the PoMs (i.e. IB, VN
and Temp) are measured from a number of chips by wafer probe
test. Here, we have to measure the NF by wafer probe, because it
is a high-frequency performance metric at 60GHz and, hence,
cannot be measured at the package level. In addition, each chip
must be measured individually at such a high frequency, implying
that the measurement cost is prohibitively high for this LNA
example.
For testing and comparison purposes, we build the
performance models for NF by two different approaches: (i) BMF,
and (ii) CL-BMF. When CL-BMF is applied, we consider the S21
as our alternative performance metric to define the PSI, because it
is strongly correlated with the NF according to our design
experience and measuring the S21 is significantly less expensive
than the NF for high-frequency wafer probe test. In our
experiment, the S21 values measured from 13 chips are used to
build the likelihood function for PSI.
Figure 7 and Table 4 compare the modeling error and cost for
BMF and CL-BMF. In this example, the overall modeling consists
of four major parts: (i) the measurement cost for NF, (ii) the
measurement cost for S21, (iii) the measurement cost for probe

VDD
RF IN

VDD

VDD

VDD

IB

VDD

T1

RFOUT
VDD

VDD

DAC
T2

T3
VDD
T4

VN

Figure 6. The simplified circuit schematic is shown for a three-stage
60GHz low noise amplifier (LNA) designed in a commercial 32nm SOI
CMOS process.
Table 3. Side information for performance modeling of LNA
Description
Distribution
BMF
CL-BMF
CSI
Magnitude
Gaussian prior
Yes
Yes
PSI
S21
Gaussian likelihood
No
Yes

BMF
CL-BMF

0.6
Modeling error (dB)

0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0

2

4
6
8
10
12
Number of measured chips for NF
Figure 7. The performance modeling error of noise figure (NF) is shown
as a function of the number of measured chips for NF.

Table 4. Performance modeling error and cost for LNA
BMF
CL-BMF
Modeling error (dB)
0.28
0.28
Number of measured chips for NF
5
1
Measurement time for NF (Sec.)
250
50
Number of measured chips for S21
0
13
Measurement time for S21 (Sec.)
0
0.0039
Alignment time for wafer probe (Sec.)
0.63
1.63
Measurement cost (Sec.)
250.63
51.63
Fitting cost (Sec.)
0.011
0.241
Overall modeling cost (Sec.)
250.6
51.9

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel CL-BMF algorithm is proposed for
efficient performance modeling of AMS circuits. CL-BMF
optimally combines the following information: (i) the CSI, (ii) the
PSI, and (iii) a small number of training samples. Bayesian
inference is constructed and represented as a graphical model,
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where the CSI and the PSI are encoded by the prior distribution
and the likelihood function respectively. From the Bayesian
inference, the unknown model coefficients can be accurately
determined by maximizing the posterior distribution. As is
demonstrated by our circuit examples designed in a commercial
32nm SOI CMOS process, the proposed CL-BMF method
achieves up to 5× cost reduction over other state-of-the-art
performance modeling techniques. In our future work, we will
further study a number of implementation issues for CL-BMF
(e.g., automatic construction of the PSI for a given circuit).
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